Andrew Spencer

Peter Williams. A different sky, sunrays and a plane all added in Luminar. Fully correcting the
wide-angle distortion was a step too far!

Colin Hubbard. The process was:Straighten the image so that the viaduct is level, then use
warp mesh to take out the curve along the top of the viaduct so that it forms a straight line.
Select and save three separate areas of the image: Sky, including the bits under the arches;
Viaduct; Foreground including the grass under the arches but nor the distant hill on the left.
Bring out all possible detail in the sky selection via curves, HSL and clarity, making it much
more contrasty and bright.
Darken the viaduct but also sharpen it to keep the detail of the stonework.
Brighten the foreground using curves and HSL to make it look as though it is lit by low light
from the sun. This leaves the problem of the sun being behind the arches so I created a mask
and painted out the brightness where the shadows would fall, using the angle of the base of
each arch as a guide.
The viaduct begs for a steam engine, (I'm amazed that Mr Black didn't wait for one), so I
used a photo that I took of a Hornby model and put a bit of smoke over the funnel and
whistles. To avoid the wrath of the chairman I had to flip the engine so that it was travelling
from left to right. This also flipped the lettering on it which I copied and pasted the correct
way round.

Jon Dyer Process - Cropped the image to make a panorama of the most interesting bit of the
image. I think used the profile correct and the guide lines to straighten out the viaduct. I made some
small adjustments to the shadows in the image before sending it over to photoshop. In photoshop I
cloned out the people caught in the image and then decided to replace the sky. I added in a new
character for context and story from google images and replaced the sky from stock files. I then
edited the image in Nix collection Colour Efex Pro 4 and extracted detail from the brickwork as well
as an overall warmth to the image. Once this was done, I added a new layer and dodged and burnt
to make sure that the lighting in general was roughly correct - i.e. shadows had to be redrawn for
the new sky as well as light / dark areas in the image. Finally, the image was sent back to lightroom
to make fine adjustments to lighting and colour contrast using the brush tool and the circle gradient
tool

Anthony Black,1 straight

Anthony Black 2, just for fun

Anthony Black 3, just for fun.

Leo Turner. Viaduct with Train.

Did nothing to the original picture, just added a train with steam.

The white steam is supposed to contrast with the dark clouds behind. I Had the train travelling from
right to left, if you travel the other way your eye wants to go with it to see where it’s going, thus you
leave the picture.

Leo Turner Ruined Abbey Changed the sky to a red sunset, Added a ruined wall with window.
Filled in the arches with stained glass from various churches and added their projected images to
the floor, which were reduced in opacity to indicate less strength in their colour. Made the windows
slightly opaque so the sky was partly seen through them. Added Celtic cross to foreground.

